Poker Face – Lady Gaga
(Key of G#m, 118 BPM) – Revised (intro 5x back up vocals) 7/28/11

I
Keys: [(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-2X
(Mum, mum, mum ,mah)-5x
Keys: [(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-2X
Band: [(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-2X

V1 “I wanna hold ‘em like they do in Texas please…”
[(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-4X

Pre-C “oh, oh, oh, oh, ohhh, oh-oh-e-oh-oh-oh…”
[(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-3X (G#m) (E/G#, bass slide G#)

C “Can’t read my, can’t read my, no he can’t read my poker face”-2x
(she’s got to love nobody)-2x
[(G#m) (E) (B) (F#/A# F#)]-2X
“P-p-p-poker face, p-p-p-poker face”-2x (Mum, mum, mum ,mah)-2x
[(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-2X

V2 (same) “I wanna roll him a hard pair we will be…”

Pre-C (same) “oh, oh, oh, oh, ohhh, oh-oh-e-oh-oh-oh…”

C (same) “Can’t read my, can’t read my, no he can’t…”-2x
(she’s got to love nobody)-2x
“P-p-p-poker face, p-p-p-poker face”-2x (Mum, mum, mum ,mah)-2x

Fill [(G#m) (E/G# F#)]-2X (Mum, mum, mum ,mah)-2x

V3 (same) “I won’t tell you that I love you kiss or hug…”

Outro “Can’t read my, can’t read my, no he can’t read my…-6x
(she’s got to love nobody)-6x
Keys: [(G#m) (E) (B) (F#/A# F#)]-1X
Band: [(G#m) (E) (B) (F#/A# F#)]-5X
“P-p-p-poker face, p-p-p-poker face” & no BU vocals-1x
“P-p-p-poker face, p-p-p-poker face” & (she’s got to love nobody)-1x
[(G#m) (E) (B) (F#/A# F#)]-1X
“P-p-p-poker face, p-p-p-poker face” & (Mum, mum, mum ,mah)-4x
[(G#m) (E) (B) (F#/A# F#)]-2X (G#m)-let ring